Many systems analyses involve a variety of decisions defined over different temporal, physical, and organizational scales. Scale issues may introduce dependencies and influences between decisions that are difficult to anticipate or untangle with standard methods from optimization, decision theory, and risk management. These issues are made all the more important by the rapid proliferation of technology (sensors, communications, and computing) that supports the collection and processing of new types of data on unprecedented scales (''big data'' decision making). Multi-scale decision problems arise in a variety of domains, including environmental management, manufacturing and production, service systems, and finance.
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Multi-scale decision making is closely related to the topic of distributed decision making. There exists a large literature on distributed models for optimization and planning, with problems often classified in terms of the hierarchies that exist between decision makers (see, e.g., Deng and Papadimitriou 1999; Schneeweiss 2010) . The artificial intelligence community also has considered distributed problems, with emphasis on machine learning problems in taxonomies defined in terms of paradigms for information exchange among agents (see, e.g., Doran et al. 1997; Weiss 1999; Brafman and Tennenholtz 2011) . Recently, Deshmukh (2010, 2012) have proposed a unified mathematical framework for multi-scale problems which defines decision hierarchies and information exchange in a game theoretic model.
In keeping with the theme of the journal, this special issue of Environment Systems & Decisions explores multiscale decision making from a decidedly more applied perspective. In practice, the context for decision making is where many of the true difficulties lie. Multi-scale problems often cut across organizations and stakeholder groups, and the texture of these environments may defy the kind of smooth information exchange and hierarchical characterizations so easily postulated in mathematical models. As an example of how multi-scale decision making can be driven by issues that arise from systems context, consider the growing importance of security in systems design and operation. A decision problem that might have been properly modeled as one of coordinating the actions of distributed elements within an organization must now be recast to account for the presence of an intelligent adversary. This in turn creates linkages in the decision problem among many new stakeholders, including the adversary itself.
Several of the principal challenges in multi-scale decision making are outlined below. In each case, references are made to the most relevant papers in the special issue.
Engineering information exchange
Various mathematical frameworks have been developed to model the exchange of information between decision makers in multi-scale environments. Zhao et al. (2008) , to take an example, have studied coordinated decision making with agents that have a strictly limited ability to communicate. In practice, technology for the exchange of data is, and has been, a rapidly developing area. The big challenges lie elsewhere, in the design of mechanisms for exchanges between decision makers that convey information that is not easily codified or stored in a database. In this issue, Linkov et al. (2013) report that military decision makers often lack universally understood language for describing decision problems and formal methodologies for addressing them. Notions of risk also can be difficult to incorporate into multi-scale decision making, particularly for the wicked problem space (see, e.g., Seager et al. 2013) . In this issue, Bridges et al. (2013) propose mental modeling as a tool for identifying gaps and formulating strategies for such problems. Collins et al. (2013) also study methods for assisting decision makers, but at entirely different scale. They consider how optimization models can integrate with visualization tools designed to support decision making by illiterate farmers. Xu and Lambert (2013) study multi-scale issues and planning aids for the management of access points for road networks.
Cyber security and decision making in adversarial settings
Traditionally, the field of cyber security has focused on the development of perimeter security solutions that attempt to keep adversaries from gaining access to networks and computing infrastructure. Recent years have seen a growing threat from supply chain and insider attacks, which may bypass such security perimeters. In this issue, Lambert et al. (2013) consider some of the multi-scale decision and risk management problems engendered by these new threats, with a focus on supply chains that cut across systems, organizations, and often nations. To deal with situations where attacks are embedded in systems, Jones and Horowitz (2012) have proposed that critical system functions should be protected directly using low-capability, high-security supervising electronics. In this issue, Jones et al. (2013) consider the problem of selecting a supervising architecture for systems aware cyber security, proposing a multi-scale methodology for integrating the efforts of experts in system functionality, cyber attacks, and adversary capability.
Infrastructure and regulatory impacts on policy and decision making
In many ways, economic relationships and infrastructure can bind together decision makers across organization, geography, and scale and timing of activity. In this issue, Walchuk and Barker (2013) study resource policy decisions in the context of interdependent and multi-scale industry and infrastructure sectors, adopting a classical input-output modeling approach to gain insight into the evolution and impact of resource shortages. Like economic and infrastructural relationships, regulations can create interdependencies between diverse decision-making entities. In this issue, Martinez et al. (2013) develop a game theoretic approach that can be used to help design regulations that incentive cooperation between decision makers.
Human-machine collaborative decision making
Recent advances in data analytics and computing technologies have created enormous capability for automated data analysis, prediction, and decision making. Naturally, there is considerable pressure to make use of this capability to obtain efficiencies or competitive advantages through integration of machine intelligence into every facet of decision making, including processes that were formerly the exclusive domain of human decision makers. Humanmachine collaborative making brings with it many new challenges. From the human perspective, a principal challenge is how to allocate accountability for decisions. Can a human be accountable for a decision that is (necessarily) based on input from a opaque software models and masses of data beyond imagination? From the machine perspective, as it were, an important challenge is to find ways to adapt decision support to the objectives of the human, which may change frequently. In this issue, Hayes et al. (2013) study the problem of recognizing, or classifying, the strategies employed by traders in financial markets on the basis of limited observation of their trades. This problem is an example of a task or activity recognition, which is a foundation component of adaptive decision support.
Exploitation of domain knowledge
Detailed domain knowledge, combined with advances in computing technology, may allow one to directly analyze or simulate complex, multi-scale systems with a fidelity that exceeds what could be extracted from game or team theoretic models. The trade-off is generally between generalizable insight and specific results that can be used for the scenario at hand. In this issue, Wangusi et al. (2013) explore the potential benefits of using simulations of various scales as input to decisions on the management of a large watershed. In a similar spirit, Mack et al. (2013) examine low-level analyses of groundwater levels as a means for informing the management of a large basin in a challenging geopolitical setting. The papers in this special issue of Environment Systems & Decisions span a broad range of problem domains, methods, and objectives. We hope this collection serves to illustrate the many challenges and issues associated with the important field of multi-scale decision making.
